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rugged smugglers and  straight-laced academics must team 
up in order to stop "the black sun", a neo nazi cult 

determined to establish the fourth reich. their target: the 
recently discovered, priceless florentine diamond.

oowen grant is an anthropologist working for a private 

museum. upon discovering the lost diamond, he holds an 

unveiling for the world to see. only, the infamous 

smuggler royce bridger stole it before the show, from "the 
black sun" itself. the chase is on to find the lost diamond.

as as owen tracks down the clues to find royce, he meets 

with dr. aurora bless for help. Royce reteams with old 

flame and gun smuggler "zulu", and the four of them must 
reconcile their differences to stop "the black sun".

a modern a modern day adventure with nonstop thrills, daring 

chases, exciting action scenes and a pace like a roller 

coaster, "the rogues" is the brand new adventure film 
experience audiences have been waiting for!



royce bridger

smuggler

a a former mercenary and accomplished pilot, he'll transport 
anything except guns or people. he enjoys the bachelor life, 

and lives for the thrills. with a vast network of shady 

dealers at his disposal, he's a man who can get you almost 
anything for the right price. while not too much is known 

about his past, he tends to laugh in the face of danger to 

hide his fear. known to enjoy a few drinks, he's the life of 
the the party. a hard edge belies a loyal and trustworthy soul.

owen grant, phd

anthropologist

in his in his past life, he was a navy diver and researcher. With a 

strong penchant for military history, he decided to pursue 

academia, and wound up a scholar and leader in the field of 

lost treasures and the cultures that created them. recently 

divorced, he's devoted himself almost entirely to his work: 
finding the lost florentine diamond. known for his steadfast 

moral compass, he'll outhink you before throwing a punch. 
he can get out of almost any scrape and hold his he can get out of almost any scrape and hold his own.

HeroeS



dr. aurora bless

museum archivist

with a fiewith a fiery passion for history, this swiss national 

endeavors to forge her own path. a deep understanding of 

both anthropology and archaeology make her an asset in 

her field. she never officially graduated, and her doctorate 

is honorary thanks to a large donation her family made on 

her behalf. a kind heart and strong morals guide her, as she 

struggles to feel that she has earned her place. a sense of 

guiguilt runs deep, but she maintains a friendly air about her.

"zulu"
arms dealer / smuggler

possessing a possessing a love of danger and a desire for helping 

others, she makes a living by working in the backgrounds of 

coups and civilian uprisings around the globe. supplying 

freedom fighters and rebels with arms, she firmly believes 

that you have to fight fire with fire. she does maintain a few 

relationships that keep the money coming in, but not at the 

cost of her beliefs. she works alone and has learned the 

arart of disappearing, only surfacing when she chooses.

HeroeS



EMITT SCHMIDT

2ND IN COMMAND

THE PHTHE PHYSICAL ASPECT OF DRESNER MANIFESTS ITSELF DIRECTLY 

THROUGH SCHMIDT. TALL, WIRY, AND A FORMIDABLE FIGHTER, HE IS 

ALWAYS IN CONTROL OF ANY SITUATION THAT CALLS FOR ACTION. A 

true believer of the cause of "the black sun",  he has killed 
traitors in front of his soliders to prove a point. Never 

without a witty line, his arrogance in every situation gets 

him into many fights that he truly enjoys. his actions 

border on border on sadistic, while dresner stokes that flame in him.

VillainS
heinrich dresner

head of "the black sun"

extremeextremely intelligent and manipulative, dresner grew up with 

a grandfather who was a part of the ss in nazi germany. his 

father passed down the vile legacy to heinrich, who desires 

the rise of the fourth reich by any means necessary. Cold, 

calculating, and fiendishly clever, dresner rarely gets his 

own hands dirty, preferring to coerce his own men into 

doing unspeakable acts by merely uttering a few key words. 

a ta truly frightening man, loyal only to himself in the end. 



Inspirations

THE TIMELESS ADVENTURE SERIES THAT ALL 

OTHERS MUST BE JUDGED BY, INDY IS THE 

ROADMAP FOR OUR FILM. WITH A CLEVER AND 

STRIKING STORY, CHARACTERS, AND DIRECTION, 

IT'S EASILY ONE OF THE BEST FILMS EVER.

THE BEST SELLING PLAYSTATION VIDEOGAME 

SERIES DOES ADVENTURE IN THE MODERN ERA 

RIGHT. WHILE FOCUSING ON THE CHARACTERS, 

THE STORIES COME ACROSS AS  TRULY 

RELATABLE, EVEN IF THE QUESTS ARE EPIC.

A MODERN DAY TAKE ON THE ADVENTURE 

STORY, THE RUNDOWN KEEPS THE DANGER 

AND EDGE OF THE CLASSICS. THE DYNAMIC 

BETWEEN THE LEADS IS A FOCAL POINT FOR 

THE ROGUES, AND THIS FILM DELIVERS THAT.

UNMATCHED IN CHARACTER DEPTH AND SCOPE, 

THIS LEGENDARY MOVIE TIES ALL THE GREAT 

GENRES TOGETHER. THE STRONG FOCUS ON 

THE RELATIONSHIPS THROUGHOUT THE STORY 

ARE INTEGRAL TO LAWRENCE'S JOURNEY.

INDIANA JONES U N C H A R T E D

THE RUNDOW N LAWRENCE OF ARABIA



T H E  L O O K



MUSIC INFLUENCES



to get this feature off the ground, i'm focusing on the 
characters, the story and what can be done with them 

instead of empty spectacle. classic characters stick in the 

collective hearts and minds of the audience, and that is 

the intention of "the rogues". the world needs escapism 
entertainment perhaps now more than ever before. while im 

pulling elements of our modern world into the script, 

such as nsuch as neo nazis, the reality of the film will lean 

towards romantic adventure and old schol thrills. 

this concept has the potential to reach a worldwide 

audience if given the proper time, attention, and budget. 

with that, the sky's the limit. assembling a team, marketing, 
securing equipment, locations, insurance, and a whole lot 

more go into just the preproduction phase of making a 

film. given the current state of filmmaking, i truly believe 

that a film like this is something everyone could use to 

escape fescape from the real world for a while. i think we could 

all use that right about now.   - tyler hickman

creator statement



ScubA DivE ShipwrecKbattleship stealth assault



FlatbeD TrucK ChasE



sunrise skydive


